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Abstract.  
Since smartphones entered the market the need for them has exploded, today 85 % believe that their 
mobile is a central part of their life. Despite the major focus on mobile devices and increased budgets, 
there are still many organisations missing a strategy for mobile devices. This article investigates the 
most important steps to take when implementing a mobile device strategy by conducting an empirical 
study with interviews with CIO or equivalent roles in 13 organisations with 50 to 15 000 employees. 
The result is an improved framework for mobile device implementation. 
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Introduction 
Since smartphones entered the market the need for them has exploded, today 85 % believe that their 
mobile is a central part of their life (Salesforce 2014). Despite the major focus on mobile devices and 
increased budgets, there are still many organisations missing a strategy for mobile devices. These 
devices may cause organisational problems including unwanted disclosure of data and a new attack 
surface. A strategy may include policies and guidelines, but more important is that it aligns with 
company strategy and the organisational culture. Nevertheless, a recent survey revealed that only 42 
% of the responding decision makers have a clear enterprise mobility strategy in place (Matrix42 
2015). Even if they have a strategy this does not imply that it is implemented, the research literature 
shows a major gap when it comes to implementation of mobile device strategies (Brodin et al. 2015). 

The use of mobile devices is certain to increase because of social trends. The ability to access 
information whenever and wherever you want has become very important for most people today 
(Salesforce 2014). If the organisation does not allow the user to access information outside the office 
the employees will probably try to find ways to do it anyway, which leads to security issues (Muth 
2013; Walters 2013; Silic & Back 2014; Simkin 2013). Employees that are allowed to use mobile 
devices for both work and private purpose are more productive since they can manage small tasks 
during private time. There are reports that talk about savings for the organisation with up to 240 hours 
per year and employee (iPass 2011; Miller & Varga 2011). This gives the employer much to gain 
from allowing mobile devices in a controlled way. 

Absence of implemented strategies in practice is a major problem for public and private 
enterprises large and small since the greatest threat is security and keeping control. This is something 
which is also lacking in the literature. 

The objective of this paper is to investigate how strategies for mobile devices are implemented in 
practice through interviews with CIO or equivalent roles. Further an updated version of a mobile 
device management framework will be presented. 

The research questions are therefore: 
• What are the most important steps to take when implementing a mobile device strategy? 
• How are mobile device strategies implemented in practice? 

The study is a pre-structured qualitative investigation combined with a literature review. 13 
interviews were conducted with CIO or equivalent roles in in small, medium and large companies and 
municipalities in Sweden. 

The paper is structured as follows. Section two explains how literature looks at mobile device 
strategy, in section three the research method and analysis model are explained, section four presents 
the findings from the empirical study and section five introduces an improved version of the 
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framework. Finally, section six gives the conclusions of the analysis, and offers directions for future 
research. 

Mobile device strategy in literature 

Brodin (2015) has developed a framework (figure 1) for managing strategies for mobile devices from 
the first analysis to completely implemented. The framework is adapted from Johnson and Scholes 
(Johnson & Scholes 1993) seminal work on strategic management, and the international standards 
ISO/IEC 27001 (ISO/IEC 2013a) and ISO/IEC 27002 (ISO/IEC 2013b). It divides the tasks into three 
categories:  

• Analysis – organisation before a strategy is in place, mostly about risks and opportunities. 
• Design - dealing directly with strategies, different options and development. 
• Action - about the implementation of strategies. 

Fig. 1. A framework for implementing a mobile device strategy, adopted from (Brodin 2015). 

Analysis 
People who do research in this category mostly focus on opportunities and threats. When it comes 

to possible benefits that comes with the mobile devices the most common ones are increased personal 
productivity (Miller & Varga 2011; Dhumal et al. 2012; iPass 2011; Barbier et al. 2012), time/space 
flexibility (Singh & Phil 2012; Harris et al. 2012; iPass 2011; Green 2002; UNICEF 2014) and 
increased user satisfaction (Miller & Varga 2011; Disterer & Kleiner 2013; Harris et al. 2012). 

Threats associated with mobile devices include fear of losing control over information (Pettey & 
Van Der Meulen 2012; Camp 2012; Walters 2013; Kehoe 2013) and the ability to protect all devices 
(Disterer & Kleiner 2013; Camp 2012; Walters 2013; Tokuyoshi 2013; Morrow 2012; Skype et al. 
2012; Wilson 2012). Another thing that is feared to have a negative effect on the organisation is cost 
for support (Walters 2013; Harris et al. 2012; Intel 2012) although some argue that there will be no 
impact (Miller & Varga 2011; Brooks 2013). 

Design
Literature that falls under design is about how organisations handle or may handle mobile devices 

(Mourmant et al. 2013; Harris et al. 2012; Yang et al. 2013; Zahadat et al. 2015; Brodin 2015) and 
how to design a strategy and selection of strategy. Most articles about designing strategy for mobile 
devices focus on policies; get one and keep it up to date (Oliver 2012; Harris et al. 2012; Gatewood 
2012; Montaña 2005; Yang et al. 2013). When it comes to setting the mobile device strategy, it is up 
to senior management (Ring 2013; Borrett 2013; Mooney et al. 2014) and it is important to have full 
support from all stakeholders (Silic & Back 2013). 

Action
Apart from some articles that emphasise training (Gatewood 2012; Walters 2013; Markelj & 

Bernik 2012) we only found two articles dealing with the complete implementation (Brodin 2015; 
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Zahadat et al. 2015). Zahadat et al. (2015) focus on risk management and propose a way to address 
the security concerns connected to introduction of mobile devices. 

The action part of the framework is the steps to take after selecting a strategy and deals with 
planning (allocating resources and conducting risk assessment for implementation), implementation 
(managing change) and evaluation.  

In our literature review, we found a major gap when it comes to implementation of a mobile 
device strategy and as a result of that we conducted an empirical study to adjust the action part to 
practice. 

Method 

The empirical work is a pre-structured qualitative investigation (Jansen 2010) where the objective is 
‘to gather data on attitudes, opinions, impressions and beliefs of human subjects’ (Jenkins 1985). 
Data analysis was conducted using thematic analysis (Braun & Clarke 2006). 

13 semi-structured interviews were conducted with CIO, CSO, CFO, CSIO or head of IT in the 
food industry, manufacturing industry, defence industry, health care, municipality and consulting 
firms from various sectors (security, IT, management and logistics). The size of their organisations is 
from 50 to 15 000 employees. All interviews were recorded and transcribed and lasted approximately 
45 minutes. The information provided by participants is kept strictly confidential. The coding was 
conducted using a qualitative data analysis software with codes from the framework, in section 2. The 
codes from the framework were then complemented with additional codes from trends detected in the 
qualitative material. 

Mobile device strategy implementation in practice 

The framework shown in section two suggested planning, implementation and evaluation in the 
action part, which is derived from the strategic management and ISO/IEC 27 000-series. We have 
looked at literature about mobile device implementation without finding much support for these sub-
categories. While analysing our interviews we instead found three new categories; communication, 
training and adjustment. 

Not planning, but communication 
Although our theoretical model said planning, we found that communications is a more central thing 
in the implementation. A well communicated strategy is very important since the users have to 
understand the purpose and benefits of the strategy. One of the respondents talked a lot of the 
importance of making sure that all employees understand the risks and he ended the interview stating 
that technology will not help you. 

“My main message is that it is not about technology but people. You cannot solve methodological 
problems with technology, you have to solve the method and it must be easy to do right. If you have a 
very complicated method where you have to start with two backward somersaults, then it would not 
be used. This is where it often goes wrong, it gets too complicated with too many things you must do. 
You cannot solve with technology; it must be solved with methods.” 

Another respondent testified that a policy without anchoring of the staff is useless. “When we 
looked at how many actually using mobile email we found 5-600 tablets connected to our network. 
Even though our policy says no to tablets. So it has been just a paper policy, nothing else.”

How changes in policies are communicated differs a lot from organisation to organisation, but 
current policies can normally be found on the intranet. New or revised policies are communicated 
mostly by middle managers or as news on the intranet. 

Out of the empirical work we found that communication is a key to success, not so much detailed 
planning for special activities as the theoretical model indicate. 
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Not implementation, but training 
Although it is not just about communication of a new strategy or policy, the employees also need 

to understand the core value of it and how they are expected to use their device to gain the most 
benefits and minimizing risks. One organisation with a lot of employees with low IT skills chose to 
hand out all devices just before the summer, so that everyone could learn how to use their device 
during the summer. When everyone was back from holiday the organisation officially introduced the 
device and taught how the device was supposed to be used to facilitate work. Another organisation 
introduced tablets to their sales unit together with education in both security and the device itself. 
“When we introduced iPad we had people from my department there to educate.” The same tactic 
was used by another respondents’ organisation during implementation of mobile devices, the user 
received their device and received training on the same day with follow-up sessions to make sure that 
even persons with low IT skills know how to benefit from their new device. 

What type of training users gets differs between organisations, five of the respondents said that 
their organisation provide training in both the device and security, two in only the device, four in only 
security and two introduced mobile devices without any training program at all. One respondent 
pointed out that you cannot just provide some training and think everyone will do as you told them. 
The users must gain something to embrace the new device in a way that is expected from the 
organisation. “…because it's not just education. Here is a tool, and this is an education. They do not 
care at all, there must also be "what's in it for me". Then all of a sudden we are talking about the 
change in approach.” 

In some cases, the training is done on a regular basis, mostly with a focus on security. Usually the 
reason behind it are demands of customer or certification organisations. “We are certified to ISO 
27001, not the whole company, but some parts, and it is my responsibility to ensure that we really 
can this and comply with it. And then we implement programs that everyone should have undergone 
so that you know what is expected of you. But that does not happen every year, the idea is to do it 
every five years and in between we got introduction with new employees. We are trying to find ways 
on how to measure and control this so that you can find deviations.” 

Only two did not arrange any kind of training connected to the mobile devices.
Having a subtitle in action called implementation could be confusing since most of the things in 

action is about implementation. Training on the other hand is an important task that needs to be 
highlighted and performed. 

Not evaluation, but adjustment 
Our theoretical model highlights the importance of evaluation, but in our empirical study only four 

did an evaluation after the implementation. Some did a proof of concept, before the implementation, 
which were evaluated. Even where there is no formal evaluation some of the respondents felt like 
they evaluated it by discussions in different forums. “Yes, maybe we have done this to my unit, we 
have planning meetings every week and often we have discussions and evaluations of how they use 
mobile devices. Both the security perspective, practical perspective and support perspective. So I 
would say that we do frequently.” That could be a way to evaluate, a problem with evaluation is in 
some case how to conduct the evaluation. 

“But just how to evaluate how employees follows a policy. I do not know exactly how to put in 
such a control mechanism. What I can control is when we have done an education, and have it online 
on the web can I control how many completed the course and you can put controls on control issues 
on how well people understand these questions.” Since it is so hard to evaluate it is more common to 
with follow-ups, informal discussions and topic on the agenda at management meetings than a full 
evaluation and analysis again after the strategy is implemented. Or as one respondent expressed it: 
“We have a strategy in place and I think it works quite well. We have not done any proper evaluation, 
but we discuss the topic from time to time and make adjustments to strategy or people.” 

Evaluation is important, but it is not something that is done in general. More common are small, 
informal evaluations that lead to some adjustment which is then communicated to all employees. 

The process 
The original Johnson and Scholes model (Johnson & Scholes 1993; Johnson et al. 2008) presents a 
model which is iterative to the extent that you are intended to go back and forth between the phases. 
Most of the security literature implies a more linear process - create a policy and then implement it.
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Our empirical studies of practice usually reveal processes best described as punctuated equilibrium: 
an infrequent major strategy/policy development with additional smaller adjustments when needed, 
with regular training and communication. 

“... but where we notice that there is a problem, many make a mistake or in a way that is not good or 
if many are beginning to get to me with issues, several questions about the same thing. We see that 
there is a need to structure the details and make a statement to clarify things.”

Improved framework 

The framework in section two is theoretical and based on standards and well known literature. In 
literature, there is a gap when it comes to the implementation of mobile device strategies, in this 
study we have looked at implementation in practice to reduce that gap and with the new insight, we 
are able to improve the framework. 

Our empirical study showed that the steps that organisations take are: 
• Training – To increase security awareness, and to gain more benefits from the use of the 

device itself. 
• Communication – To ensure that everyone in the organisation is aware of what the new 

strategy entails. 
• Adjustment – When ambiguities or deficiencies appears in the strategy, adjustments are 

made. 
This gives us the framework in figure 2, were Analysis and Design remain the same as in the 

original framework. After the initial work with analysis and design the work move into an iterative 
process where the strategy is communicated and training are arranged. When problems, uncertainties 
or need for improvement arises adjustments to the strategy are made and communicated. When major 
changes occur, for instance new mobile devices that not fit in the current strategy or a change in the 
organisations overall strategy, the process goes back to analysis again. 

  
Fig. 2. The improved framework.

Discussion and conclusions 

Literature tends to focus on policies and the importance of creating them and keeping them up to 
date. However, many of the respondents in this study do not have a policy for mobile devices, 
although they do have a successful strategy. In many cases it seems to be more important to work 
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with the culture and to educate and communicate. Of course there are policies in the organisation, but 
they are often short and more general. It is well known from the literature that employees seldom 
read, understand and follow policies and with that in mind it seems to be a good plan to focus on the 
humans instead of writing a document if you really want a change. 

In our empirical study, we found that the most important steps to take when implementing a 
mobile device strategy are communication and training. You need to communicate your strategy to 
all employees and make sure that they understand. However, people understand in different ways and 
paces and they do tend to forget. That is why the communication needs to be supported with training 
and this is not just a one-time happening. 

There are some limitations in our study; all interviews were conducted within organisations in 
Sweden, although some of the respondents are responsible for the organisation in all Europe. Further 
we only conducted 13 interviews, we can see a trend but not make any general conclusions. Future 
work should investigate if this trend can be applied in other countries and more organisations. This 
updated framework may help researchers and practitioners to understand the important steps to take 
when implementing a new strategy for mobile devices. 
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